Before we begin our discussion, we collect some notations and definitions used in the sequel. We write fj if f is decreasing on R and decreasing means non-increasing.
As usual we write for (-©
B r (x 0 ) c R n is the n-ball centered at x Q with radius r > 0. \^(p) = {x e R n : |x| = p} is the n-sphere of radius /?, while E = S R _i(1)-&° oi dr are the surface measures on these spheres, and x E is the characteristic function of the set E. We shall write G » H, if there are positive constants C Q , C« such that C Q < G/H < C-. Constants will be denoted by C,B and A (at times with subscripts), which may be different from place to place. Finally, inequalities ||Tf|| < C||f|| are interpreted to mean that if the right side is finite, so is the left, and the inequality holds. But in this form the operator is also well defined for x e R . Now if Q is defined by (Q*f)(x) =--x • (vf)(x), x e R n then for any f e cJ(R n ) we get provided K(r) is non-decreasing and inf K(r) = B > 0. Conversely, (1.2) implies r>0 infK(r)sB>0.
1-Recent generalizations and variants of
1.1. Inequalities related to those of Hardy's. We now discuss weighted inequalities which may be considered limiting cases of Hardy's inequality. Indeed we characterize the weights for which certain exponential inequalities hold. Unlike Hardy's inequality the higher dimensional generalizations of these results follow in a straight-forward manner. We give in addition a discrete form which yields a weighted characterization of Carleman's inequality.
The results of this section have been obtained jointly with R. Kerman and M. Krbec. Theorem 1.1 with p = q shows (with explicit constant) that 
Besides the operator P of (1.1) we define Q a , a > 0, as follows: Then, the following are equivalent:
where C» is independent of p. (ll-ILD)* C(!|h|| q /A)<-.
imL (i) * (ii
Here the last inequality is implied by (iii) with C independent of q. Hence the operator P is bounded from L* 1 to weighted "weak" L.JL q > 1 with norm independent of q. Now let p > 2, then we apply the Marcinkiewicz interpolation theorem with q* =-p/2 and q^ « 3p/2, ($ » 3/4) to obtain
where C* is independent of p. With n p = f this implies (iv). , 0 < a < 1, a one weight characterization, of the boundedness of the RiemannLiouville fractional integral operator on A (u) (c.f. [20] , [31] and the previous remarks). 
0 < p, q < m to be satisfied for all non-negative decreasing f is that (a) for I < p < q < » and this implies A Q < ©, which completes the proof.
We noted before that for p, q < 1 and f > 0 the inequality 
